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INTRODUCTION – NOTE #1 

 

 

On Saturday, 10/07/23, I was completing a two-decade old project, “The 

Holocaust Wars.”  And then I heard the news about the Hamas atrocity in Israel.  I 

immediately returned to my ‘News Junkie Bad Habits” of devoting too much time 

to news. 

 

The reader is likely to deduce, from everything I write, that I don’t trust what the 

media in the U.S. dishes out.  And, I’m near vomiting when reading foreign media.  

This distrust does not primarily stem from my political views.  It comes from my 

intense personal experiences, covering 85 years, long years, being a confirmed 

Holocaust Survivor with a deep classical education in the European sewer of post 

WWII.  It was delivered to a youngster by university professors.  I am also an 

inhaler of the “Israel Effect” via solid / focused left-oriented pioneering in a 

Kibbutz.  I was a competent, highly trained Paratroop Officer, with specific 

knowledge of the past wars in Gaza and Lebanon. 

 

I am pleased to add that I had heroic parents in WWII.  They trained me to digest 

quick losses of the hunger / cold / fear traumas.  I travelled by myself, at age 8, in 

the clean Nazi city of Salzburg, Austria, and in 1960, they got me to the blessed 

U.S.  For 63 years so far, I inhaled “The U.S. Effect” which I will characterize 

shortly, to complete a life story that is worth living through no matter the obstacles. 
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INTRODUCTION – NOTE #2 

 

On August 5, 1960, age 22, I arrived in the Blessed U.S.  I began to believe that I 

was the luckiest young man. 

 

 ●   In two weeks, I found an apartment ($19 / month) 

 

 ●   In the same month, found a job – in a research company ($35 / week) 

 

 ●   Within weeks, salary quadrupled ($140 / week) due to discovering math 

errors in design of specialized electronic equipment 

 

 ●   Within 6 years, became a Professor (NYU-Poly) – operations research,  

industrial engineering, teaching at graduate school level 

 

 ●   Within two more years, became an inventor and started running high- 

tech companies 

 

●   My companies served “Who’s Who” U.S. and foreign ones; ADP, Air  

Force, American Express, AT&T, Burroughs, CBS, Cargil, Citibank, 

DEC, Exxon, IBM, Siemens 

 

●   Spent 50% of my time in post-Gorbachev Russia on mammoth Russian 

projects (1993-1999) 

 

I saved the best for last.  It took 20 years for me to generate a large-scale 

“Knowledge Base” re:  The Holocaust Wars.  By “Knowledge Base,” in our 

context, we mean: 

 

 ●   I have written 12 books, 10 of which were simultaneously published this  

year.  (These consist of eyewitness and companion books – some 

fictional, so identified) 
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●   With my two Founders, we have generated over 200 booklets, mostly  

opinion pieces with plans to generate more single-issue booklets 

 

 ●   We provided a website to affect orientation and guidance (to individuals  

and organizations) in planning Holocaust Memorials and for education. 

 

The entire Knowledge Base will be an asset of the company on the day of its 

debut.  This was done to: 

 

 ●   Minimize the early startup costs of contents development. 

 

 ●   Convince investors of the depth of knowledge and skill to provide  

intellectual / educational products 

 

Project Gideon Company (“PGC”) is in the business of providing “Intellectual 

Products” – these will consist of films / documentaries / plays / symposia / 

debates all “Professionally” generated to cover, via joint ventures, PGC early 

lack of significant artistic “Golden Touch” talent. 

 

PGC has unusual respect for the vast efforts worldwide to make the 

Holocaust understood and generate respectful memorials and contribute to 

Jewish and humanity’s memory banks to minimize the chance for ugly 

repetitions. 
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INTRODUCTION – NOTE #3 

 

The author, Jacob Sternberg, is not a trained historian.  From the title page alone, 

one could expect solid ideas, analyses and conclusions requiring serious depth of 

knowledge, good grasp of numerous disciplines, which on their own require 

specific insights (e.g., military strategy). 

 

From what you read so far, you’ll realize that you may have the unusual fun of 

noticing a pretentious old man (at age 85) struggling with the English language for 

77 years.  This is a nonstop struggle.  I have no mother tongue and English is 

tough.  You may think you’re reading a Chaucer novel or a Kamala Harris 

politically deep analytical piece. 

 

I’m certain that other faults have fought their way into this paper.  Remedial steps 

have been tried and hopefully you’ll find this paper informative and adequate. 
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INTRODUCTION – NOTE #4 

 

I leave my most important introductory comment to last.   

 

It is my unalterable belief that the Hamas attack is a very accurate / clear / 

indicator of the start phase of WWIV – the War of Civilizations. 

 

The 20th Century had clearly produced three world wars.  Let historians quibble 

about “Precision.”  I will try “Accuracy” as the dominant level to use in judging the 

following events.  Start with 1914 – World War I. 

 

1. Loss of sclerotic / aged empires. 
 

The Ottoman Empire, ruling the MidEast, having no ability to deal with 

any of the multiple Gordian knots involving historically huge tribal / 

religious millennia-long animosities while being corrupt to the core and at 

the center of interest to rapidly developing desires of the major empires – 

Great Britain and France – to get to the oil. 

 

2. The mostly agrarian huge landmass of the Russian Empire, backward 

enough in capitalist industrial development, forever fighting in its east and 

south, hoping to get to warm water ports, entered the 20th Century with a 

defeat by the Japanese who started a dream of being an empire. 

 

3. The Habsburgs, forever entangled in central European small nations 

SQUABBLES, became unaccustomed to Great Britain, France, Belgium 

and Dutch better management of their empires, found some problem in 

knowing who is friend or foe. 
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4. “Wannabe Empires” wishing to test their ability to join the “Empires Club” 

– the ones with sizeable colonies 
 

• Japan, who beats Russia in 1905 Far East 
 

• Unified German states, with militaristic Prusia, having defeated the 

French earlier and now were ready to comply with the crazy Keiser’s 

dream of colonies far and wide. 

 

Everybody in this empires monopoly game was a loser.  We will have 

multiple opportunities (World Wars II and III to deal with outcomes and 

their effects) 

 

The new weapons, including massive uses of new technology, the 

dislocations of populations, the vast numbers of dead and wounded, most 

participants / initiators of WWII lost the best and brightest and all 

survivors were agreeing with Hemingway of adding to the French popular 

“Liberté, égalité, fraternité” two appropriate terms Venalité and Stupidité. 

 

It must be God who saved the fools, stuck in the European sewer, no one 

else could.  U.S.A. came in very late, and put an end to the Satanic 

rehearsal for WWII. 

 

In the context of the 20th Century, awful events and ideas, U.S. 

intervention needed to happen. 

 

And, no good deed nor thought did happen, except for the U.S.A. 

becoming a real sheriff, preventing much evil. 
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The bad was awful.  The big empires (Great Britain and France) have 

forced a new order in the MidEast (see Sykes-Picot Agreement re 

territory, 1916) getting all the oil.  They made promises they were never 

going to keep.  This included creating numerous artificial countries where 

tribal, religious, millennial animosities were assured of a century or more 

of conflict.  They created onerous terms for the axis’ surrender, assuring 

enormous humiliation and phenomenal financial troubles. 

 

The U.S. – who won the war, did not levy any punishment on anybody. 

 

The Axis, who lost the war, had their shenanigans embedded in the 

Brest-Litovsk Agreement, the Germans foisted on the Russians, thus 

forcing Russians to drop partnership with the Allies, had extremely 

onerous clauses on the Russians while whining about the later 

punishment they received from the Allies. 

 

We will stop here, just for a moment and collect some quicky conclusions 

– unavoidable and true. 

 

1. WWI was a new war, not similar to anything before, more countries, 

more people, more casualties, more crimes, more weapons, more 

lethal use of weapons, more misery of numerous types 

 

2. The MidEast Sykes-Picot Agreement created a geopolitical huge 

furuncle for a century to come. 
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3. A defeated huge army returned before WWI end, quickly helped the 

revolutionaries with consequences unimageable for WWII and WWIII. 

 

4. The unimaginable at that time barbarism of WWI military conduct plus  

the craving – a natural response by badly harmed populations – of 

people of all classes – for a “Never Again” type of WWI behavior (a 

dream of a League of Nations” type institution) became popular and 

eventually was implemented.  Very few realized that it could not 

possibly work … And it didn’t. 

 

5. Please note that nothing is said here about Jews.  Do not worry, their 

turn will come, and it may be helpful to wait for more blasting of perps 

(I call all bad guys “perpetrators” or “perps” for short). 
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE #5 

 

There is no doubt in my mind that the Great Depression, lasting well into the 

1930’s, had many “parents” and resulted in many “offspring.”  It is utterly easy to 

identify some “parents” and point to some “offspring.”   

Let’s take on a few. 

 

1. The empires that lost in WWI “went bananas” (As a former foreigner, I like 

many American expressions). 

 

•  Russia was in turmoil in the 1920’s.  it is difficult to “Sovietize” the  

agricultural economies (millions of Ukrainians died, western military 

support for counter-revolutionaries disrupted many central planning 

objectives.  The Soviets never seem to get their crops forecast right 

which led to many gulag trips. 

 

• In 1924, Hitler was released from prison in Germany and immediately 

revived ongoing confrontation with a leftwing coalition that got stronger 

after many conflicts with the Hitler supporters.  In 1933, Hitler captured 

the Chancelor’s job and it was immediately a strong dictatorship. 

 

• In 1926, Great Britain went through a nasty miners’ strike that at times 

suggested revolutionary possibilities a-la-Russian revolution.  This 

frightened the rest of Europe who had left-oriented governments or 

plain old dictatorships. 

 
• The “League of Nations” a colossal failed attempt to have a better 

world with reasonable behavior dictated by international law and 

civility. 

 

We need to stop here for just a little while. 
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INTRODUCTION – NOTE #6 

 

Special attention to the League of Nations is warranted.  It is very hard to imagine 

the onset of WWII without knowing the insane organization’s constantly dealing 

with “virtuous” ideas it constantly spewed and unimaginable actions it took, or 

purposely ignored. 

 

Major wars were ignored. 

 

●   Spain was being wrecked by Fascists against an irrational coalition of  

multiple “Just Progressive” / Socialist / Syndacalist / Communist – 

Spanish and Italian strains, bombed Republican forces.  The dictator, 

Francisca Franco offered – and was stupidly rebuffed by Hitler to join 

Hitler’s structure of a Fascist coalition.  Franco could have improved 

Hitler’s plans (in a certainly coming war).  Franco wanted to mess with 

North African oil reserves.  Hitler’s shortage of fuel has proven later as 

a key factor in destroying the Third Reich. 

 

●   Mussolini, Hitler’s Italian partner, saw an Ethiopian meddling opportunity 

and messed up an important African region.  He also joins Germany’s 

bombings in Spain (remember Guernica – the very special painting …) 
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 ●   Japan, being an empire threatened by an anti-German-Italian coalition  

and being busy, decided that Asia might be a war theater suited for its 

empire dreams and started vicious wars with Manchuria, Korea and 

the giant, China, planning the replacing of European empires in a 

continent run by fifth rate dictators 

 

 ●   The German dream of getting the MidEast boiling and thus threatening  

British and French rule, has prepared an agenda for dictatorships in 

the Arab artificial countries 

 

 ●   Even South American serious countries had a hand in dreaming about a  

world coalition of idiot dictatorships.  Paraguay had, at several times, 

active wars with Chile, Argentina, Brazil, and losing nearly all their 

males.  Argentina, even with Evita and Peron, could not manage – to 

this day – to become just criminally run democracy 

 

 ●   The League of Nations, as the successor – the U.N. outfit – became an  

assembly of insane dictatorships with claims of powers they never 

really had.  The only competent thing they can do is file very flowery 

speeches and have expensive dinners. 

 

 ●   Russia, under Stalin, had a very successful plan of penetrating  

governments everywhere, supporting mini-wars and revolutionary 

turmoil everywhere, and, via strong espionage efforts everywhere 

penetrated very skillfully, major strategic research concentrated on 

access to major key strategically important routes via Panama and 

Suez Canals and various straits. 

 

  Russia prepared for WWII. 

  The future opponents DID NOT. 
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INTRODUCTION – NOTE #7 

 

The only ones that prepared well for World War II were the monster Totalitarians. 

 

 ●   The 1930’s provided the Nazis with unique opportunities to emerge from  

the enormous German defeats in WWI. 

Beside losses of territory, Prussian presumed military theoretical and 

practical prowess, was shattered.  Hitler, in spite of serious mental 

deficiencies, inspired the entire German country to emerge, within a 

short time from funk to presumed greatness by 1938 in a spectacular 

short five-year span. 

 

 ●   There must be a mental disease built on the actual specimen who really  

suffered and was elated being infected by it. 

 

  –  This “Hitler Disease” has two component sets: 

 

*   Uncanny abilities to massively promote mega ideas irrespective  

of any truth, logic, taboos or plagiarized. 
 

*   Uncanny abilities to ignore, whether randomly or not, any idea  

good or bad. 

 

  –   Since I already told you that I’m not a historian, we add the “Hitler  

Disease” (concept above) as proof that I’m not a psychologist or 

psychiatrist either.  And yet, I’m itching to tell you that here and 

there I need and want to throw some punches at the Totalitarian 

cults. 
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In a book of opinions and critiques related to the Holocaust I published this year, I 

delve into the Totalitarian mind.  It is part of the 12-book series published all at 

once by Amazon.  (It took 20 years to complete.)  In it, I calmly discuss why the 

demented / malignant mind of a Totalitarian harbors / hides a treasure of secrets 

that necessitated to air. 

 

Hitler needed to promote an existential enemy to his ultimate 1,000-year Reich.  

The Jews as a candidate were highly appealing for the role. 


